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"The new car market is currently experiencing one of its
most buoyant periods in recent times with sales reaching a

new high in 2014. Yet despite such bravado the market is
passing through a period of intense change which is forcing

manufacturers and sellers to continually keep abreast of
consumer demands."

– Neil Mason, Head of Retail Research

This report looks at the following areas:

• New car sales enter uncharted territory
• Dual and multi purpose vehicles carve out market in own right
• Role of the internet in purchasing could be revitalised

The UK car market is currently benefiting from a period of sustained growth. Within the sector there is
continuing evidence of fragmentation with smaller cars and Sports Utility Vehicles (SUVs) as well as
trading up to executive models all proving popular with buyers.

Car manufacturers have gone through an especially challenging period of late with many established
names in the market facing competition. Manufacturers with a strong premium range appear to be
benefiting at the expense of others as do a number of new entrants which are offering greater value to
the buyer.
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Trading up evident from performance of executive and luxury categories
Figure 33: Sales of cars* by type, dual purpose and multi purpose segment, 2009-15
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Figure 34: Share of vehicle types amongst private purchasers, 2010-13
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Key points

Just under two thirds own a car
Figure 46: Car ownership, January 2015

Used cars dominate the market
Figure 47: Statements about car ownership, January 2015

Wealthy are more likely to have purchased a car recently

Youngest adults are most likely to own a car from new

Oldest adults most likely to have a purchased a car more than two years ago

Presence of older children dents likelihood of a recent car purchase

Rural residents are less likely to have purchased a car from new

A third of those without a car have access to another in their household
Figure 48: Statements about car use by those not owning a car, January 2015

Key points

Traditional retail channels are most important when buying a car
Figure 49: Where last car was purchased, January 2015

Dealers dominate as the main purchasing channels

Private sellers are also important

Age impacts where car purchased…

…as does the gender of the buyer

Wealth plays a major part in where to buy

Urbanites are happy to buy private

Recent years show subtle changes in preferences towards some channels
Figure 50: Where last car was purchased, 2012-15

Main dealers, independent and private sellers have specific strengths
Figure 51: Where last car was purchased, by statements about car ownership, January 2015

Key points

Searching is an important part of the purchase process
Figure 52: Agreement with statements related to buying a car, January 2015

Internet is helping many potential buyers

Dealers are important for many

Car owner views on the purchasing process vary

Choice is not a problem

Women are more likely to be concerned about car purchasing

Young car owners represent a complex market

Most affluent car owners want it all

The Consumer – Car Ownership

The Consumer – Where Was Your Last Car Purchased?

The Consumer – Statements Associated with Car Purchasing
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Londoners exhibit slightly different preferences

Four distinct owner groups evident
Figure 53: Statements about car purchasing, by statements about car ownership, January 2015

Buyers using the services of main dealers are the least stressed
Figure 54: Statements about car purchasing, by statements about car ownership, January 2015

Key points

Over half of all adults plan to purchase a car within three years
Figure 55: Intention on purchasing a car/s in the next three years, January 2015

Age plays an important part in future purchase intentions…

…as does income

Men are more likely to purchase than women

Presence of young children seems important

Future intentions not as hopeful as they were 12 months ago
Figure 56: Intention on purchasing a car/s in the next three years, February 2014 and January 2015

Owners of new cars hold the best potential for future sales
Figure 57: Intentions to purchase a car, by statements about car ownership, January 2015

A fifth plan to purchase a car in the coming six months
Figure 58: Timeframe for future car purchase, January 2015

Income plays a major part in timing of purchase

Immediate sales are likely to come from urban buyers

Slowdown in market suggested when comparing 2015 with 2014 purchase intentions
Figure 59: Intention on purchasing a car/s in the next three years, February 2014 and January 2015

Interest in used cars is slightly higher
Figure 60: Intention on purchasing a car/s in the next three years, by new or second hand purchase, January 2015

New car buyers

Used car buyers

New cars are more likely to be purchased
Figure 61: New or second hand purchase, by purchase intention, January 2015

New cars dominate short-term purchasing plans
Figure 62: New or second hand purchase, by detailed purchase intention, January 2015

Key points

Purchasing a car is likely to involve others
Figure 63: Involvement in the decision making process when purchasing a car, January 2015

Men are myopic in their decision making

Older adults are more likely to involve others…

…with wealthiest favouring the involvement of their partners

Owners of older cars more likely to involve others in decision making

The Consumer – Timescale for Future Car Purchasing

The Consumer – The Decision Making Process
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Figure 64: Involvement in decision making, by statements about car ownership, January 2015

Single individual is most likely to be involved in two thirds of purchases
Figure 65: Repertoire of key actors in car purchasing process, January 2015
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